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Friday is a shortened trading session, so I will not send out the Morning CORE. Here’s an early Soul Train 
Friday https://bit.ly/3l5CUW4 . Video quality could be better, but the song is too good.  
 
US Futures-World Markets: Happy Thanksgiving to everyone and their family. S&P futures are flat as we 
look to finish this historic month. Expect light trading volumes today and Friday. Initial jobless claims are out 
at 8:30am with estimate at 730,000 and continuing claims dropping to 6 million. I’m unsure how Mnuchin 
placing the unspent $450 billion from the Treasury in the hands of Congress is a bad thing. If they can’t pass a 
stimulus plan, at least they can get this money to people who truly need it. California warned that daily 
deaths from the virus could hit a new high by Christmas.  I guess Gavin Newsome won’t be at French Laundry 
anytime soon. Oil continues its climb higher. OXY is +67% in the last month. The Dow closed above 30,000 for 
the first time ever. I’m old enough to remember wearing a Dow 10,000 hat on the trading desk.  S&P Futures 
vs. Fair Value: -1.41, 10-Yr Yield: 0.87%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 
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 Deere reported higher than expected quarterly profit as rising crop prices, aggressive government 
subsidy payments and replacement demand for an aging fleet lifted the demand for farm machines.-
Reuters 

 The Dow Jones Industrial Average crossed 30000 for the first time, “powered by investors’ bets that 
scientists are on the brink of pushing through a coronavirus vaccine effective enough to help the 
economy build on a fragile recovery.”-WSJ 

 Trump has publicly vowed to keep up the fight to overturn the election. Privately, advisers say, the 
president has suggested he knows the battle is effectively over—and has begun to turn his attention 
to his next act.-WSJ 

 The death rate from Covid-19 is falling in the US according to infectious-disease experts and 
biostatisticians, declining by a third since April, although the rate could climb with the latest 
nationwide rise in cases.-WSJ 

 AZN: Story says that the company, among the front-runners racing to deliver a Covid-19 shot, has the 
least vaccine experience, but with an unprecedented network of manufacturing and distribution 
partners, it has promised the most doses—more than three billion.-WSJ 

 Russia will sell its Sputnik V coronavirus vaccine internationally for under $10 a dose, a lower price 
than some Western-developed shots, as Moscow looks to gain economic and political leverage abroad 
by exporting its version, which was fast-tracked through development.-WSJ (Good luck with that) 

 The amount of money flowing into emerging-market funds last week hit an all-time high, as advances 
in vaccine development and a weaker dollar boosted investors’ risk appetite.-WSJ 

 The rent-to-own home business has long been one of the shadiest areas in real estate, with 
consumers swindled for money and improvements, but Silicon Valley startup Divvy Homes, backed by 
top investors, hopes to change that with its approach.-NYT 

 A report from the American Economic Liberties Project, a think tank that is advising Joe Biden, said 
that BLK should be forced to split off Aladdin, its technology platform, to curb the growing influence 
of the world’s largest asset manager, which with rivals Vanguard and State Street controls almost 
$17T in assets.-FT (Do they even understand what Blackrock does?) 

 Five international airlines—UAL, Lufthansa, Virgin Atlantic, Swiss International Air, and JBLU—will 
start to offer passengers use of CommonPass, a digital health pass to certify they are Covid-free 
before they travel and which they hope will boost demand for flying.-FT 

 Several top Democrats have come under criticism in recent days for violating the coronavirus 
restrictions they imposed on their own states and cities in hopes of curbing the spread of the 
pandemic.-TheHill (Nothing worse than this type of hypocrisy) 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 FT: Mutual fund conversions to ETF’s gather momentum https://on.ft.com/3fw718h  
 The Ringer: Patrick Mahomes is a GOAT in the making https://bit.ly/39dyUAP  
 538: College basketball muddles through the pandemic like everyone else https://53eig.ht/37bjrym  

 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
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The Dow broke above 30k as investors bought value and cyclical shares. The vaccine-driven rotation continues. 

 
  
It’s been a good month for stocks. 

 
Source: @RyanDetrick    
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Small caps are catching up to the S&P 500 on a year-to-date basis. 

 
  
The underperformance of small-caps reached an extreme, … 

 
Source: SunTrust Private Wealth Management    
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… triggering a breakout relative to the broader market, … 

 
Source: SunTrust Private Wealth Management    
  
… as investors seek more cyclical exposure in sectors such as industrials and consumer discretionary. 

 
Source: SunTrust Private Wealth Management    
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Value has been down some 45% vs. growth over the past four years. 

 

Source: Stifel    
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High-dividend stocks rose sharply on Tuesday. 

 
 
Here are some sector performance charts (last five business days). 
  

• Banks: 
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• Retail: 
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• Healthcare: 
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• Tech: 
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The stock market is pricing in higher inflation ahead. Here is the relative performance of stocks that 
benefit from increased inflation vs. those that underperform when prices climb. 
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Stocks favored by retail investors are up almost 80% year-to-date. (Retail used to be a contra-
indicator, but the pandemic has changed that.) 

 
Source: @markets   Read full article    
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Earnings sentiment continues to improve. (When will Wall St. raise 2021 earnings estimates?) 

 
Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs    
 
Equity positioning is bullish but not extreme. 

 
Source: Deutsche Bank Research   
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The gap between stocks and consumer confidence keeps widening. 

 
Source: Piper Sandler     

The CNN Fear & Greed Index: (scary chart) 

 
Source: CNN Business   
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Brent futures are above $48/bbl. 

 
  
Small business employment is deteriorating. 

Source: Pantheon 
Macroeconomics    
 
some updates on housing. 
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• Home price gains accelerated in September, exceeding expectations. 
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Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics    
  

• Here is the FHFA housing price index by region. 

 
Source: Mizuho Securities USA    
  
The market is highly dependent on record-low mortgage rates. Wages are just not keeping up with home price 
increases. 
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• Eroding housing affordability will gradually tilt towards renting, which should support rent inflation. 

 

Source: Alpine Macro    
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Foreign students in US MBA programs: 

 
Source: @WSJ   Read full article    
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Baby Boomer retirements: 

 
Source: @pewresearch   Read full article    
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Satisfaction with democracy: (Those millennials should move to Russia, China or Venezuela. Let me 
know how that works out.) 

 
Source: Deutsche Bank Research    

 
 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
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